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Presentation Notes
Today, I’m going to talk about what information the team needs to craft effective responses to client behavior.It’s one thing to understand the theory, but putting the science into practice can be a challenge.Often, there is no clear solution.A lot of thought must go into our responses– which must target desired behavior not just be punitive, or an “Atta boy
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First: Remember what we’re dealing with
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The enemy (addiction) is a difficult opponent. Brains take time to heal. Change is hard.



Belief that the 
intervention 
will (or will 
not) work 

Positive 
Reinforcement

What leads to behavior change?
S

Technique 
15%

Therapist/Client 
Relationship 

30%Extratherapeutic 
Change 

40%

Expectations
/ Placebo

15%

Lambert and Barley 2001; Soto 2011

Criminogenic 
Factors
• Family
• Peers
• Housing
• Health

• Alliance
• Empathy
• Positive 

Regard

Specific model 
used 
• CBT
• DBT
• Seeking Safety



“All Behavior is followed 
by a consequence, and 
the nature of that 
consequence modifies 
the organisms tendency 
to repeat the behavior in 
the future”

• B.F. Skinner

The Beginning

(Applies to humans as well as rats! But people 
need a sense of fairness)
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Consistent Detection
(Behavior and Immediate
Consequence)

Reliable detection
(Detection allows the gathering 
of information needed by judge 
and team to determine 
appropriate response)

Speeding ex.

Certainty

Supervision

H



• Urine drug testing at least twice per week

• Random testing all 7 days

• Continuous detection methods (patches, bracelet)

• Electronic monitoring

• Home visits (Extend supervision into natural social 
environment - work, home, school, street, cell phones)

• Include law enforcement on the team

• Case manager, supervision, treatment

Reliable Detection
H



NOW

LATER
LATER

• Show up
• Try hard
• Tell the truth

Proximal = Proximate/Close

Proximal?  Distal?  What the heck is that?
H

Proximal Easy
• Proximal should be based on what the 

individual participant is capable of, and 
has the tools available to do, at the time

• Behaviors and thoughts that are distal 
should become proximal over time as the 
brain heals and the tools are learned if we 
provide appropriate treatment and 
interventions that help participants 
internalize their change

• Proximal at program start is what we need 
them to do first



NOW
LATER

LATER

• Show up
• Try hard
• Tell the truth

• Abstain from use
• Accept disease
• Work recovery

Proximal = Proximate/Close Distal = Distant

Proximal?  Distal?  What the heck is that?
H



Video: Greenlick on honesty



WHAT THE TEAM BRINGS
Changing Behavior 

Requires Information

S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to change behavior, we must know everything about our clients.  The team is the conduit for that information.And the information pipeline to the team comes in the form of staffing sheets.



Understand each other’s roles and what you bring 
to the staffing table



Video: Hernandez on the info his team 
brings



The Bench

• Cannot delegate decisions
• Should be the predominant voice in the room in Court.
• Should spend three minutes with each person…good or bad.
• Should focus on teachable moments.
• MUST HAVE GOOD INFORMATION



Attorneys
• Lawyers are there for legal reasons.  Protect the record.  Protect 

the Constitution.  Motivate positively.
• Prosecutor’s are there to assert public safety concerns (with 

probation, Court and LE)
 Share new criminal activity, or old activity just coming in
 Associates
 Share public safety perspective

• Defense attorneys are there to monitor and ensure due process 
and may have the hardest job
 Share any legal complications
 Must negotiate difficult ethical issues
 Has a duty to the client that is different than all others



Attorneys

• Prep for the Staffing!  Reports matter 
• Work together to address legal issues up front

Counsel’s job is to make the law meet the needs of the treatment 
team.



Supervision and Case Management 
• Is responsible for knowing what is happening outside the court and 

treatment arenas.
• Home visits are paramount
• Report to team on 

 Assessments, 
 Testing results, and working with treatment
 Information from case management

• Is in constant communication with treatment  
Get your work done up front, meet with treatment, and form 
consensus, distribute information for rest of team in advance



Treatment
• At a minimum, the following data elements should be shared:

 Assessment results pertaining to a participant’s eligibility for Drug Court and treatment and supervision 
needs (Provide a diagnosis)

 Attendance at scheduled appointments
 Drug and alcohol test results, including efforts to defraud or invalidate said tests
 Case management/treatment plan and attainment of goals, such as completion of a required counseling 

regimen
 Homework assignments completed or currently working on
 Current level in treatment (and what they need to do to move forward)
 Any barriers to progress
 Evidence of symptom resolution, such as reductions in drug cravings or withdrawal symptoms
 Evidence of treatment-related attitudinal improvements, such as increased insight or motivation for
 change
 Adherence to legally prescribed and authorized medically assisted treatments
 Procurement of unauthorized prescriptions for addictive or intoxicating medications
 Menacing, threatening, or disruptive behavior directed at staff members, participants or other persons

• Must follow confidentiality standards (see NADCP’s BP standards for more info), but provide sufficient 
information to help with the message.

Get your work done up front, meet with supervision and form consensus, 
distribute information for rest of team in advance



• The people who are doing direct services are the ones who 
know what is going on.  Their recommendations are 
paramount.

Unless public safety or due process is compromised, 
follow their lead.

• If you can live with the consensus, do so.
• Fighting does not occur in open court.
• The worst possible thing?  The team is wrong and in two 

weeks, you can fix it. 



In a drug court model, rather than abandoning 
their roles, the involved disciplines expand them. 
The disciplines collaborate on a single mission to 
create a more effective and efficient system.  

But you never abandon your role, or your ethics. 



WWYD 
Information for the Team

• Each team member has a specific role

• Disagreement is healthy and needed.

• We all share common goals:

– Public safety

– Program completion

• Many of  our team members face                                
ethical dilemmas

S/D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to go through some hypothetical situations– which are based from actual cases in my court --and use our skills to craft effective responses.Each team member has a specific role on the team.  We respect those boundaries and stay in our own lanes.But, we have all experienced those moments where sometimes the team prosecutor may sound like the team defense attorney and vice versa.  And that is as okay, because we ALL share the common goals of public safety and program completion for our participants.Many of our team members face significant ethical dilemmas.  Our next exercise is focused on gaining understanding of these issues.



COUNSELOR: CHERYL
• Client, Rob, is in trouble yet again after many alcohol and 

drug violations.  
• He has severe anxiety issues, along with a terrible attitude 

and resistance to treatment. 
• Deputy Jones (Sheriff) saw Rob drinking a beer at the 

rodeo. Rob shot him the bird and chugged it.
• The team unanimously

calls for termination.  

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Iraq and Afghanistan, served two terms, friend killed next to him by a sniper just before returning home- no combat but worked at mortuary, or medic, or retrieved vehicles after combat – all results in trauma - Client, Rob, is in trouble yet again after many, many alcohol and drug violations.  He has severe anxiety issues, along with a terrible attitude and resistance to treatment.  He was seen drinking a jumbo-sized beer at the rodeo by the team sheriff’s deputy.  He shot him the bird and chugged it. The team unanimously calls for termination.  Cheryl met with Rob. One of Rob’s few redeeming factors is that he is an extremely proud, devoted father who shares custody of his 13-year-old son, Rob, Jr.  



Cheryl Gets Rob to Open Up
• Cheryl met with Rob. One of Rob’s few redeeming 

factors is that he is an extremely proud, devoted father 
who shares custody of his 13-year-old son, Rob, Jr.  

• Rob confided days before the incident,                          he 
was served  with papers, where his son’s                            
mother was seeking full  custody.  

• It gets worse…

D



Rob’s Bad Week
• After a quarrel, his son told him he was a 

“dope-head loser,” a “horrible father” and he 
wanted to live with mom. 

• Rob’s new girlfriend gave him gonorrhea. 
• All of this happened a week after he had 

finally weaned himself off of his anxiety meds. 
• Rob insisted she must not                   

tell the judge and team. 
• Rob expects termination and                             

doesn’t really want to fight it. 

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rob confided in her that two days before the incident, he was served with papers, where his son’s mother was seeking full custody.  His son told him she was a “drunken bum” and “horrible father” and he wanted to live with mom full time. As if this was not enough, he discovered his new girlfriend gave him a textbook case of herpes.  Robin insisted the counselor not to tell the judge and team any of this because it was too embarrassing and painful to discuss.  He’s expecting termination and doesn’t really want to fight it. All of this happened a week after he had finally weaned himself off of his anxiety meds.  Cheryl firmly believes Rob needs to remain in the program to get him through this rough patch. These troubling events could be the catalyst for a long-awaited breakthrough for Rob.



Rob Gives Up. Cheryl Doesn’t.

• Cheryl firmly believes Rob needs to remain in 
the program to get him through this rough 
patch. 

• These troubling events                                                
could be the catalyst                                                 
for a long-awaited                                          
breakthrough for Rob.

• Though clients sign                                         
confidentiality waivers,                                     
Cheryl is not sure how much she should share.

D



What would you do?
A. Tell the team everything; advocate 

for treatment. 
B. Tell the team about everything except the STD.  

The team doesn’t need to know that.
C. Don’t disclose any confidential info.  Say, “There are 

some big issues that I’m not at liberty to disclose, 
but please trust me on this one.”

D. Urge the client to be honest with the team and not 
give up.  Say little at staffing, but urge all to 
reconsider termination. 

D/All

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Regardless of Rob’s wishes, tell the team everything at staffing and advocate for treatment.  This client needs help. Termination will not benefit the client or the public.2. Tell the team about everything except the STD.  The team doesn’t need to hear that part.  3. Do not disclose any of the things that the client has asked you not to disclose.  Tell the team, “There are some big issues that I’m not at liberty to disclose, but please trust me on this one.”4. Urge the client to be honest with the team and not give up.  Say little at staffing, but urge the team defense attorney, case manager and judge to question the client closely about this incident before making a decision to terminate.



STAFFING CONSIDERATIONS
BEHAVIOR RESPONSES:
• WHO are they in terms of risk and need?
• WHERE are they in the program (phase)?
• WHY did this happen (circumstances)?
• WHICH behaviors are we responding to?

– Proximal or distal?

• WHAT is the response choice/ magnitude?
• HOW do we deliver and explain response?

TREATMENT / SUPERVISION CHANGES?

H

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 3 considerations w/ ea. client @ every court review: Responses to BehaviorChanges in TreatmentChanges in SupervisionIt seems complicated but with a good CM and good GRID its like driving a stick shift.  SCIENCE WORDS:Proximal/close what the client has the capacity to do now.Distal/distant what the client cannot do now.



Video: NZ staffing



Video: NZ court



Belief that the 
intervention 
will (or will 
not) work 

Positive 
Reinforcement

What leads to behavior change?
S

Technique 
15%

Therapist/Client 
Relationship 

30%Extratherapeutic 
Change 

40%

Expectations
/ Placebo

15%

Lambert and Barley 2001

Criminogenic 
Factors
• Family
• Peers
• Housing
• Health

• Alliance
• Empathy
• Positive 

Regard

Specific model 
used 
• CBT
• DBT
• Seeking Safety



2. Antisocial Attitudes
3. Peer Associations
4. Antisocial Personality
5. School/Employment
6. Substance Abuse
7. Living Situation
8. Family/Marital

Central 8 Risk Factors

Clients have a variety 
of Criminogenic needs:

• Subset of risk factors
• Dynamic, live and 

changeable

Adapted from Iowa DOC training materials 31

1. History of antisocial behavior 
(Criminal History)

Important, 
but STATIC

DYNAMIC
Criminogenic 

Needs

What to focus on
S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all needs are criminogenic. With limited time and resources, client outcomes will be best improved by targeting criminogenic needs.



Dynamic Risk Factor (Central 8)

History of antisocial behavior 
(Criminal History)
Antisocial personality pattern
(Check trauma history)
Antisocial cognition

Antisocial associates

Family and/or marital discord

Poor school and/or work performance

Poor living situation

Substance abuse 32

Addressing Risk Factors (Need) in staffing and court Source: Andrews (2006)

Dynamic risk factors are Criminogenic Needs that can change!
Need/Case management/Services

Build and practice positive/healthy behaviors by 
addressing the dynamic risk/needs below

Learn problem solving skills, practice anger 
management

Develop more pro-social thinking

Reduce association with criminal others (learn refusal 
skills)/increase association with positive peers

Reduce conflict, build positive relationships

Work on good employee/study/performance skills

Find appropriate housing

Reduce use through integrated treatment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For each dynamic risk factor, this chart shows the associated need—or the WHAT to target to address that risk factor--to consider in sentencing/supervision.BH providers’ work is founded in the bottom four—their bread and butterAvailability of integrated tx varies depending on the community, but it is a responsibility that BH community has embracedOut of criminology and sociology literature, there are interventions that do address criminal thinking—addressing the things that have been shown to make a difference in mitigating the factors that drive people to jail and prison



Staffing Sheets
• Staffing takes time

• CM should have up to the minute info

• Should address Central 8 risk factors/criminogenic needs  

• CM recommended responses based 
on response matrix 

• CM/Treatment should have 
recommended questions/topics 
for the judge to ask participant

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are using the same rewards and punishers every court review they lose their powerSome thought should go into the response and the team should consider, “How will this response get our client to the desired level of behavior?”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at a staffing sheet. It has everything the team needs at a glance. This may be the perfect staffing form. I’ve waited 10 years for it!This is Dee– she was a very new client when the slide was createdSome of the information on the form is static or unchanging: entry date, etc Other info is dynamic and will change frequently)You can see that here is the space where we will record all of her incentives and sanctionsMy favorite features are the stage of change questions, the recommended responses not only for a sanction, but how we should adjust supervision and treatment,There is also a place for response historyresponse history







Positive 
ReinforcementINCENTIVES

SANCTIONS

Tools for Behavior Change: Basic Terminology

Increase or START behavior

Decrease or STOP behavior

Therapeutic 
Adjustments

Treat behavior due to illness

Supervision/Drug tests Monitors behavior

S



Focus on Incentives

Number one incentive is acknowledgment 
from the judge

P



Video: Papick Dentist



INCENTIVES
• Tracking incentives increases use.
• Reinforcers should far outnumber punishers.
• How many incentives is enough?

:

P

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incentives are your most powerful responses– far more effective than sanctions.  Yet, we focus the bulk of our staffing time on  them!I am going to go there,,, If you are not using incentives, you are doing your clients a disservice and potentially hindering public safetyResearch has proven again and again the that the carrot is mightier than the stick when it comes to changing behaviorHow many keep a history of sanctions administered?  What about incentives?It is just as important to track incentives as sanctions
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Widahl, E. J., Garland, B. Culhane, S. E., and McCarty, W.P. (2011). Utilizing Behavioral Interventions to Improve Supervision Outcomes in Community-Based 
Corrections.  Criminal Justice and Behavior, 38 (4). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have any doubts about the power of reinforcers, take a look at this slideThis is a graph from an outcome studyWe want our program/ treatment rate to at least be 70 – 80%(Program goal: 70 – 80% completion rate:  If less than that, program is too tough.  If far more than that, you are choosing the wrong people or the program may need to toughen up a bit.)The sweet spot BEGINS at 4-6 rewards per 1 punishment.This just makes sense. LUNCH HYPO:  If you frequently went to lunch with a friend who was constantly critical and never had anything positive to say, how would you react?Would you want to hang out with her?  Would you ask her for help/ advice?So, how do we get those rewards up?Best practice: Chrono all rewards.  Experience tells us that when you start tracking a behavior, you will increase it.



What if we have no                          
budget for incentives?

• You don’t need gift cards! (See handouts!)
• Some of the most powerful are free.
• The best , most long-lasting incentives are “natural”: 

paycheck from a job, diploma, regaining custody,      
repairing relationships, feeling better, etc.

• Natural reinforcers are the byproduct                               
of good treatment, and will help clients                                   
long after probation ends.

• Our responses keep clients engaged until                             
natural reinforcers kick in.

P
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Presentation Notes
Our incentives and sanctions keep clients engaged and motivated until those natural reinforcers kick in.Everywhere I go, people say, “Well, that’s all well and good, but we don’t have the budget for any of that.”I would invite you to check out our handouts on the fishbowl & wheel of sobriety.  This is our clients favorite thing and it costs little to nothing



YOU’RE #1 !
GO 1ST AT COURT 

REVIEW !

You’ve got it made 
in the shade!!

Subtract 8 HOURS of 
community service.

YOU’RE DOING 
GREAT! 

YOU EARNED A 
“LEAVE COURT 
EARLY” PASS!

P
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Presentation Notes
Nothing is more valuable than people’s time.  These are the coveted rewards.



How Do We Know What Rewards Work?
ASK THEM!

13. What are your favorite incentives? (Circle all that apply)
Fish Bowl Spin the Wheel Praise, positive feedback
Gift Card Bus Passes CSR Voucher
Skype report Candy, treats Certificate (Sobriety, etc.)                                      
Praise, positive feedback Other: (Specify)______________

14. What are some fun things you do that help you stay 
sober?________________________________________________
_____

P

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 times a year, we ask our clients to tell us what they like, what their hobbies are, what they do for fun, etc.Just as there is no one-size-fits-all sanction, the same is true for rewards.And, what clients like will change.It is absolutely essential to change things up frequently.If you are using a candy bowl, or verbal praise only, every week, you are missing a real opportunity to motivate your clients and help them succeed



Effective Punishment

“4:1” Only Works if 
the “1” is Occurring

P

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s switch gears and talk about punishmentThe 4:1 ratio is only useful if the 1 is occurring.  A program that does not address antisocial behaviors is not effective and usually resembles chaos.Don’t let them limp along and SLIDE



Punishment is NOT the goal 
of imposing of Sanctions

CHANGING BEHAVIOR IS 
THE GOAL

“What will they 
learn from the 
sanction?”

P
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Presentation Notes
For this reason we want to be very judicious in our selection of sanctions and the WAY we administer them



Jail
• Generally not teaching what you want them to 

learn
• Can make client’s situation much worse
• Hang out with the wrong people
• Should be reserved for serious                                      

infractions
–Public Safety
– Illegal activity

P

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want accountability, but we don’t want to do more harm than good: New clients typically should not get a jail sanction for drinking relapses.  They just don’t have the skills to stay sober yet.I know that will rub some of you the wrong way. I was very resistant to this idea.  DWI’s are dangerous, and I was a charter member of the lock-em-up club.But, in our task to get our clients sober and keep them there, we want to encourage PROSOCIAL activities.Employment is the most pro social thing going on in many of our clients lives.We had a client, Chelsea, a single mom who had 2 DWI convictions.  She worked at a Brazilian wax spa and made a great income in salary and tips. Chelsea was limping along, always in trouble with minor violations.   We had worked our way all the way down the sanction grid.  Nothing was left but jail. When Chelsea smoked pot with her boyfriend, we IMMEDIATELY put her in jail– as we had been taught to do.  Jail was certainly the appropriate punishment.She missed work.  Her boss, already annoyed fired her.  She gave up, was revoked, and still has no job today.Would I do things differently today?  Oh, yes.  I would’ve waited for the weekend.But, more importantly we missed the boat with her– ZERO commitmentThis is controversial– and not all teams are going to agreeWhat if it had been a drinking violation? is drinking illegal?  Only if driving.
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Jail Considerations
• Is the behavior dangerous to others? (Or impact the 

safety and integrity of the court?)
• What behavior do you want to stop? What is the 

intended impact of jail?
• What will the impact of jail be on others (employer, 

family, etc.)?
• What behavior do you want the participant to do 

instead?
• (Flip your thinking) Are there other responses that might 

incentivize them to do the behavior you want them to do 
instead?

P

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want accountability, but we don’t want to do more harm than good: New clients typically should not get a jail sanction for drinking relapses.  They just don’t have the skills to stay sober yet.I know that will rub some of you the wrong way. I was very resistant to this idea.  DWI’s are dangerous, and I was a charter member of the lock-em-up club.But, in our task to get our clients sober and keep them there, we want to encourage PROSOCIAL activities.Employment is the most pro social thing going on in many of our clients lives.We had a client, Chelsea, a single mom who had 2 DWI convictions.  She worked at a Brazilian wax spa and made a great income in salary and tips. Chelsea was limping along, always in trouble with minor violations.   We had worked our way all the way down the sanction grid.  Nothing was left but jail. When Chelsea smoked pot with her boyfriend, we IMMEDIATELY put her in jail– as we had been taught to do.  Jail was certainly the appropriate punishment.She missed work.  Her boss, already annoyed fired her.  She gave up, was revoked, and still has no job today.Would I do things differently today?  Oh, yes.  I would’ve waited for the weekend.But, more importantly we missed the boat with her– ZERO commitmentThis is controversial– and not all teams are going to agreeWhat if it had been a drinking violation? is drinking illegal?  Only if driving.



What else do you have?

Day Reporting 
Center

Daily drug 
testing

PBTS Patches

Daily check-
ins

Probation Court Treatment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a place holder.  We are doing this until we can get them into treatment.  They may need more intensive treatment.  This may not work beyond keeping them alive.  We must try to find them the treatment they need. 



Alternatives to Jail

• Increase supervision
– House arrest/GPS
– Increase supervision appointments
– Increased home visits
– Increase court hearings
– Curfew

• Other options (Focus on Learning)
– Community service
– Attend/watch court
– Thought papers

S

– Homework/Practice
– Volunteering  

– Cost/Benefit
– Behavior Chain  

May need to 
develop new 
resources for 
some 
alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want accountability, but we don’t want to do more harm than good: New clients typically should not get a jail sanction for drinking relapses.  They just don’t have the skills to stay sober yet.I know that will rub some of you the wrong way. I was very resistant to this idea.  DWI’s are dangerous, and I was a charter member of the lock-em-up club.But, in our task to get our clients sober and keep them there, we want to encourage PROSOCIAL activities.Employment is the most pro social thing going on in many of our clients lives.We had a client, Chelsea, a single mom who had 2 DWI convictions.  She worked at a Brazilian wax spa and made a great income in salary and tips. Chelsea was limping along, always in trouble with minor violations.   We had worked our way all the way down the sanction grid.  Nothing was left but jail. When Chelsea smoked pot with her boyfriend, we IMMEDIATELY put her in jail– as we had been taught to do.  Jail was certainly the appropriate punishment.She missed work.  Her boss, already annoyed fired her.  She gave up, was revoked, and still has no job today.Would I do things differently today?  Oh, yes.  I would’ve waited for the weekend.But, more importantly we missed the boat with her– ZERO commitmentThis is controversial– and not all teams are going to agreeWhat if it had been a drinking violation? is drinking illegal?  Only if driving.



Alternatives to Jail
Therapeutic perspective (Physical and Mental/SUD Health)
• Conduct a medical assessment (health issues) – Our participants are 

ill with a disease that often leads to criminal behavior
– Include history of medication use

• Assess for medication assisted treatment (MAT)
– Work with medical and treatment community
– Prescribers
– Treatment Providers 
– Know what’s available in your community and state
– Education for the team – take NDCI’s online MAT course –

• Get them into pain management
– Meditation, yoga, physical therapy, acupuncture

S

May need to 
develop new 
resources for 
some 
alternatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want accountability, but we don’t want to do more harm than good: New clients typically should not get a jail sanction for drinking relapses.  They just don’t have the skills to stay sober yet.I know that will rub some of you the wrong way. I was very resistant to this idea.  DWI’s are dangerous, and I was a charter member of the lock-em-up club.But, in our task to get our clients sober and keep them there, we want to encourage PROSOCIAL activities.Employment is the most pro social thing going on in many of our clients lives.We had a client, Chelsea, a single mom who had 2 DWI convictions.  She worked at a Brazilian wax spa and made a great income in salary and tips. Chelsea was limping along, always in trouble with minor violations.   We had worked our way all the way down the sanction grid.  Nothing was left but jail. When Chelsea smoked pot with her boyfriend, we IMMEDIATELY put her in jail– as we had been taught to do.  Jail was certainly the appropriate punishment.She missed work.  Her boss, already annoyed fired her.  She gave up, was revoked, and still has no job today.Would I do things differently today?  Oh, yes.  I would’ve waited for the weekend.But, more importantly we missed the boat with her– ZERO commitmentThis is controversial– and not all teams are going to agreeWhat if it had been a drinking violation? is drinking illegal?  Only if driving.



Alternatives to Jail

• Review level of SUD/MH care
• Enhance alliance with treatment and case 

manager/supervision 
• Work with participant to discuss what treatment they 

will follow through with
• Work with participant on integrated case plan
• Spend more time with peer support (peer mentor, peer 

specialist)

S

May need to 
develop new 
resources for 
some 
alternatives

Therapeutic perspective (Physical and Mental/SUD Health)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want accountability, but we don’t want to do more harm than good: New clients typically should not get a jail sanction for drinking relapses.  They just don’t have the skills to stay sober yet.I know that will rub some of you the wrong way. I was very resistant to this idea.  DWI’s are dangerous, and I was a charter member of the lock-em-up club.But, in our task to get our clients sober and keep them there, we want to encourage PROSOCIAL activities.Employment is the most pro social thing going on in many of our clients lives.We had a client, Chelsea, a single mom who had 2 DWI convictions.  She worked at a Brazilian wax spa and made a great income in salary and tips. Chelsea was limping along, always in trouble with minor violations.   We had worked our way all the way down the sanction grid.  Nothing was left but jail. When Chelsea smoked pot with her boyfriend, we IMMEDIATELY put her in jail– as we had been taught to do.  Jail was certainly the appropriate punishment.She missed work.  Her boss, already annoyed fired her.  She gave up, was revoked, and still has no job today.Would I do things differently today?  Oh, yes.  I would’ve waited for the weekend.But, more importantly we missed the boat with her– ZERO commitmentThis is controversial– and not all teams are going to agreeWhat if it had been a drinking violation? is drinking illegal?  Only if driving.



Staffing: Crafting Responses

Understand: this is about them, 
not you.

Responses are in the eyes of the 
behaver, not you.

H



CRAFTING RESPONSES
• Response matrix should have options keyed to clients current 

level of competence and motivation
• Matrices should have several options– No “one size fits all.”
• 10-20% of the time matrix may not work 
• FOCUS ON THE BIG PICTURE AND LOOK FOR PATTERNS

• Consider: “What do you want the 
participant learn?”

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This response matrix can be found on your conference app.  I have used many response matrices over the years and this is the best by far because it considers the magnitude of the client’s behavior and the clients current level of competenceWe will respond very differently to positive UAs in Phase 1 and Phase 4!Our Number 1 question is always, “What doo we want the client to learn from this?Step 1 is to identify the behavior.  We can categorize it– irresponsible behavior is a low level of noncompliance.  Risky behavior may be moderate.  Unhealthy behavior is high.  And criminal behavior is very high.So, in Step one Carol has had a 3rd positive for alcohol.  We can see that this is unhealthy behavior in the High range– it is colored orange.  Note that this Step 1 ranking is NOT about what sanction the client is to receive.  That remains to be seen.Now we proceed to step 2– follow the orange boxes!Now, we see that the clients phase will have everything to do with what sanction the client receives.  The reason for this is newer clients will have very different proximal/ distal behaviors than more established clients.Recall that Carol is in Phase 2.  Now we cross over to the High (orange) category and see that for Carol, this is a Level 3 violation– a yellow boxIt was created by Dr. Lovins, our resident behavior guruA lesson learned for me is that there will never be a one size fits all response.So, the matrix should have optionsThe options should be tied to where the client is in the programSometimes the matrix just won’t work.  That’s okay.As in all things, we need to look at the big pictureAnother key consideration: Graduated Punishment shouldn’t always pick up where you left offFor ex: New client has 7 diluted samples in a row and is punished accordingly with progressive sanctions.Client goes 6 months with no dilutes.Now he has a new dilute– do you punish it as you would the 9th consecutive dilute per the sanction matrix?Of course not.  You will monitor closely.  It may be a relapse– or it may be nothing.



CRAFTING RESPONSES - Scenario
• Carol is in Phase 2
• Positive EtG for Alcohol – 3rd positive
• Perfect attendance at treatment and engaged in 

treatment

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course we know we must have a response matrix.We are using the best one I've seen in 10 years (Handout)It was created by Dr. Lovins, our resident behavior guruA lesson learned for me is that there will never be a one size fits all response.So, the matrix should have optionsThe options should be tied to where the client is in the programSometimes the matrix just won’t work.  That’s okay.As in all things, we need to look at the big pictureAnother key consideration: Graduated Punishment shouldn’t always pick up where you left offFor ex: New client has 7 diluted samples in a row and is punished accordingly with progressive sanctions.Client goes 6 months with no dilutes.Now he has a new dilute– do you punish it as you would the 9th consecutive dilute per the sanction matrix?Of course not.  You will monitor closely.  It may be a relapse– or it may be nothing.



Inappropriate Behavior  

Sanction Matrix: “What do we want the participant to learn from this?” 
Step 1. Identify the Behavior 

Low (Less Immediate) Moderate High (More Immediate) Very High 
• Late for Scheduled 

Event 
• Missed payment 

• Missed UA 
• Failure to Complete 

Assignments 

• Unexcused Absence tx 
• Alcohol Use 
• Drug Use  
• Tamper w/ UA or device 
• Dishonesty 

• Criminal behavior (new 
crimes, drinking and 
driving) 

• Arrest 

Step 2. Determine the Response Level 
  Low Moderate High Very High 
Distal 
 
 
 
 
Prox 

Phase 1 Level 1 Level 2 Level 2 Level 4 

Phase 2 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Phase 3 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Phase 4 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 5 

Phase 5 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 5 
 

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This response matrix can be found on your conference app.  I have used many response matrices over the years and this is the best by far because it considers the magnitude of the client’s behavior and the clients current level of competenceWe will respond very differently to positive UAs in Phase 1 and Phase 4!Our Number 1 question is always, “What doo we want the client to learn from this?Step 1 is to identify the behavior.  We can categorize it– irresponsible behavior is a low level of noncompliance.  Risky behavior may be moderate.  Unhealthy behavior is high.  And criminal behavior is very high.So, in Step one Carol has had a 3rd positive for alcohol.  We can see that this is unhealthy behavior in the High range– it is colored orange.  Note that this Step 1 ranking is NOT about what sanction the client is to receive.  That remains to be seen.Now we proceed to step 2– follow the orange boxes!Now, we see that the clients phase will have everything to do with what sanction the client receives.  The reason for this is newer clients will have very different proximal/ distal behaviors than more established clients.Recall that Carol is in Phase 2.  Now we cross over to the High (orange) category and see that for Carol, this is a Level 3 violation– a yellow box



Step 3. Choose the Responses (paired with Judicial Verbal Disapproval and Explanation)  

3a. Therapeutic Responses 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

• Behavior Chain 
• Cost/Benefit Analysis 
• Skill Development 
• Thought Restructuring 
• Homework/Practice 
• Thinking Report 

Level 1 plus: 
• LOC Review 

Level 1, 2, plus: 
• Referral Medication 

Eval 
• Treatment Team 

Review/Round Table 

Level 1, 2, 3, plus: 
• Re-Assessment 

3b. Supervision Responses 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

• ≤ 1 additional report 
days/week 

• Official Letter in File 

• ≤ 2 additional report 
days/week 

• Home Visit 
• Curfew 

• Continuous Testing 
• GPS/Electronic 

Monitoring 
• ≤ 3 additional report 

days/week 
• Home Visit 
• Increase frequency UA 

Test 
• Contingency Contract 
• Additional Court Report 
• Case Conference 

• ≤ 4 additional report 
days/week 

• Contingency Contract 
• Electronic Monitor 

Device 
• Case Conference 
• Curfew  

 



“An old friend 
came to my 
house.  We 
started talking 
about old 
times.  One 
thing led to 
another and 
we ended up 
going to the 
club.  I drank 3 
bourbons and 
we smoked 
weed in the 
car later.”

“I missed my 
friend and the 
good times we 
used to have.
I thought I would 
just drink Coke at 
the club.
I didn’t want him 
to think I was an 
asshole.  I 
thought I’ve been 
good for so long, 
I deserve this 
break, and I 
probably won’t 
even get caught.”

“At first, I felt like 
‘why not’? Later, I 
felt trapped.  
There was no way 
to get out of this 
situation.  I just 
hoped I wouldn’t 
get caught.  I felt 
angry, and 
frustrated.”

“I enjoyed being 
with my friend, 
remembering 
the good times 
and feeling 
“normal” again.”

“I ruined my 
sobriety.  I had 
over 90 days.  
I risked jail 
and even 
revocation.”

“I could’ve made up a story why I 
couldn’t go out.  I could’ve told him I 
was on probation.  I could’ve 
suggested we do something else that 
didn’t involve drinking / weed”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what it looks like.  This is a learning tool.  When something has gone wrong, we want clients to understand and learn new ways to respond in the future



3c. Sanction/Punishment Responses (Judicial Disapproval) 
 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Community 
Service ≤ 4 hrs ≤ 8 hrs ≤ 16 hrs ≤ 24 hrs ≤ 32 hrs 

Curfew ≤ 3 days ≤ 5 days ≤ 7 days ≤ 10 days ≤ 15 days 

House Arrest ≤ 24 hrs ≤ 72 hrs ≤ 5 days ≤ 7 days ≤ 15 days 

Jail   ≤ 24 hours ≤ 3 days ≤ 7 days 

Other    Review 
Placement   Termination 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we proceed to section 3– the yellow boxIN 3A, you can see that there are 4 or 5 possible sanctions– it is best practice to have a range of moderate level responses to choose from– community service, curfew, house arrest.  Every client is different and flexibility will lead to responses that are perceived as fair.Note that if this had been a Level 1 or 2 violation (irresponsible or risky behavior), jail is not even an option.  Here, the  most severe punishment is 24 hours or less in jail.Now, we move to Therapeutic Responses– it is a completely separate consideration.  We don’t ever want our clients to think that our treatment is punishment.  When I deliver a sanction, I noticeably change gears and will say something like, “Now we are going to talk about giving you some tools that will make this easier for you”So, still in Level 3 behavior mode, yellow box– we can see we have quite a few options!  Our treatment team uses this same matrix and makes their recommendations accordingly.  You can see that we can use any of the Level 1 and 2 options PLUS a few more.In level 1 the behavior chain is very useful.  It’s a cognitive exercise where the client explores the noncompliant behavior– their thoughts, feelings– both positive and negative, actions and consequences



Positive Behavior  

Incentive Matrix: “What do we want the participant to learn from this?” 
Step 1. Identify the Behavior 

Proximal (Expect Sooner) Moderate Distal (Expect Later) 

 Attendance at treatment 
 Attendance at other appointments 
 Home for home visits 
 Report to UA  
 Timeliness 
 Payment 

 Honesty 
 Testing Negative 
 Participating in Prosocial Activities 
 Employment 
 Progress toward Tx Goals 
 Progress in Tx 

 Complete Tx LOC  
 Extended Abstinence/Neg. Tests 
 Treatment Goals Completed 
 Phase Goals Completed 
 Program Goals Completed 

 



Step 2. Determine the Response Level 
  Easier/Proximal Moderate Difficult/Distal 

Distal 
 
 
 
 
 
Prox 

Phase 1 Small Medium Large 

Phase 2 Small Medium Large 

Phase 3  Small Large 

Phase 4  Small Large 

Phase 5  Small Medium 

 



Step 3. Choose the Responses (Paired with Judicial Approval/Verbal Praise) 
3a. Therapeutic Response 

 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 

Single 
Event 

• Behavior Chain 
• Cost/Benefit 

Analysis 

• Behavior Chain 
• Cost/Benefit 

Analysis 

• Behavior Chain • Behavior Chain 

Continued 
Progress 

 • Change in LOC • Aftercare Fqcy 
• Re-evaluate 

Pharmacological 
Interventions 

• Aftercare Fqcy 
• Re-evaluate 

Pharmacological 
Interventions 

3b. Supervision Responses 
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 

• Change in Curfew 
Status 

• Reduced Contacts 
• Reduction in Home 

Visits 

• Reduced Contacts 
• Reduce Home Visits 
• Reduce in External 

Monitoring Devices 

• Reduced Contacts 
• Decreased Drug 

Testing 

 



3c. Incentive Response 
Small Medium Large 

 Judicial approval (always) 
 Fish Bowl 
 Decision Dollars 
 Example for other participants in 

court 
 Handshake 
 Candy 
 ≤ 1 day reduction of curfew 

Any small and/or: 
 ≤ 3 day reduction of curfew 
 Choice of Gift Certificate 
 Supervisor Praise 
 Written Praise 
 Positive Peer Board 
 Certificate 
 Reduction in CS hours 
 Reduction in program fees 

Any small,  medium or: 
 Framed Certificate 
 Travel Pass 
 Larger Gift Certificate 
 Position as Mentor to New 

Participants 
 Reduction of Curfew 

 

D



SETTING THE STAGE 
FOR EFFECTIVE 

COMMUNICATION 
Establishing Trust,                   

Rapport and Safety

D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about how we use this vital info at court review.  Is your courtroom environment conducive to good communication?



State v. Lemke, 434 P. 3d 551 (Wash. Court of Appeals, 1st 
Div. 2018) No judge wielding the power of the State in any 
courtroom has any good reason to call a litigant a "fucking 
addict" and "just a criminal." The judge's manifestation of 
personal animosity toward Lemke is not something we can 
write off as a byproduct of the informal and confrontational 
culture of drug court. A "fair trial in a fair tribunal is a basic 
requirement of due process." In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133, 
136, 75 S.Ct. 623, 99 L.Ed. 942 (1955). The sentence must 
be reversed.

Things that shouldn't have to 
be said



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcPXk6NPoRY&feature=yo
utu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcPXk6NPoRY&feature=youtu.be


Develop Rapport 
(Putting clients at ease increases their ability to listen to you 

and understand the message)

• “Never forget how scary you look.”
• Bad experiences with authority figures, esp.

– Judges, DA’s, Law enforcement, even Probation

D

– We have the power to send them to jail

• Work on connection and 
demonstrating respect, 
understanding and positive regard

• Engage the participant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of things we can do to help put a traumatized person at ease in court. My 16 yr old daughter visited me in court one day, and asked why had so many reading glasses in bright colors.  I told her that when I was a brand new judge at judge’s school, we were taught, “Never forget how scary it is for people to be court– and how scary you look, peering down at them over your spectacles.”So, I modeled some hot pink ones with rhinestones for her.  She said, “Now, you just look crazy”I think she might be right.We must understand that even though we care for them and truly want to help them, our clients are very afraid of us– of judges, prosecutors, law enforcement and even probation officers– because we all have the power to send them to jail. They have been through the system before,  Judges, prosecutors and probation officers may have been the instruments of some truly terrifying consequences—no doubt well-earned.The formal courtroom setting is scary.  If the client is up at the bench, with her back to the audience, and the judge is up on the bench in a black robe looming over her, she will feel panicked.My solution: I reoriented the courtroom to make it less stressful, but still maintaining the dignity of a court proceeding



Video: Judge Greenlick - Developing 
Rapport



Questions, Training, TA?
Contact Us:
 Shannon Carey, Ph.D.

carey@npcresearch.com

 Helen Harberts, J.D
helenharberts@gmail.com

 Hon. Peggy Davis
pdslotusemails@gmail.com

 Hon. Diane Bull
dspjut@me.com

S/All

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can do this and still maintain a professional relationship.  Of course! Remember, it’s about them, not usSteve Hanson will tell you:  It takes a longtime to heal an addicted brain.Try to find something you like about every client– some little seed of potential.And, never forget our clients are dangerous!If you’re not enjoying this, youre doing something wrong!
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